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Abstract 
The problem of determining the domination number of an arbitrary grid graph is known to bc 
NP-complete. but the complexity of the same problem on complete grid graphs is still unknown. 
In the pl-esent paper we study the same problem on a similar grid graph defined by the cm\\ 
pl-oduct of two paths Ph and e,. 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a simple graph (i.e. without loops or multiple edges), G’(G) will denote 
its vertex set and E(G) its edge set. We say that a set /I of vertices in a graph (I is 
hminutiq, if every vertex of G is either in D or adjacent to at least one vertex in D. 
The clotnirwtion mmher y(G) of a graph G is the smallest cardinality of such a set. 
The S~IIUIY product (called sometimes Curtesim prodwt) of two graphs G and t-l 
is the graph denoted GUH, with V(GLH) = c’(G) K C’(H) (where x denote the 
usual Cartesian product) and (( u,u’),(v,?)) C E(GCIH) if and only if (II =: /’ and 
(o’.P’) t E(H)) or (u’= c’ and (u,c) E E(G)). 
The UY~.~.Y pduct (called sometimes tmsor or diirrct produc~t j of two graphs C; and 
H is the graph denoted G x H, with I’(G K H) 1 C’(G) x C’(H) and ((~1, u’). (13, r' )) c 
E( G x H ) if and only if (u, t.) E E( G ) and (u’, V’ ) t E( H ). 
We use the term of square product because the product of two edges gives a square 
(a cycle of length four), and we use the term of cross product because the product ot 
two edges gives a cross (the complement of a cycle of length four). 
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The domination number of the square product of two paths P,OPk (called complete 
grid) has been extensively investigated. But until now, only a few cases were settled 
when k = l-6 (see [1,2,7]), and C,,OCk for k = l-5 (see [9]). The complexity of 
determining the value of >~(P,OPX_) remains unknown. 
On the other hand, the domination number for the cross product has almost never 
been investigated, apart from the result in [4], for P, x pk and a result concerning a 
Vizing-like conjecture in [ 111. 
Concepts and notations used in the paper will be defined in the introductions of 
each part. In Section 1, we give the domination numbers of Pk x P, for k<S, which 
is a special subgraph of a complete grid graph. In Section 2, we give an algorithm for 
determining the domination number of the cross product of two paths, we determine 
y(Pn x Pg) for n>S, we give some close bounds for y(Pn x Plo),y(P, x PI,), and 
y(P, x Plx), and finally we obtain the exact values of y(P, x Pk) for lO<k<33 and 
1~ IZ d 40. In Section 3, we explain how this last result can be extended to determine 
y(P, x Pk ) for all k and n greater than or equal to 14. 
2. Small values of k 
In this Section, we give the domination numbers of Pk x P, for k<8 and our main 
result can be summarized in Table 1. 
To establish our results, we need some additional definitions. 
The cross product of two bipartite connected graphs gives a graph with two connected 
components, and in the particular case of two paths P, x Pk the 
isomorphic if and only if either k or n is even. We denote by 
component of P, x Pk. 
two components are 
C(k,n) a connected 
Table I 
k n0 
I I 
2 2 
3 2 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 
8 2 
y(Pn x Pk ) with n >no 
: m/31 
II 
n ifnzOmod4 
Yl+1 ifnElor3mod4 
n+2 if n E 2mod4 
5+6 ifn=7 
4 m/31 if n s 1 or 2mod3 
4 [n/3] + 2 ifnsOmod3 
2 r4fl/51 
2 [9n/lOl + 2 if n~Oor2modlO 
2 [9n/lOl + I ifn=l,3,5or7modlO 
2 [9n/lOl ifn=4,6or8modlO 
2 [9njlOj ~ I if n E 9mod 10 
6+8 ifn=7 
211 if n E Omod4 
2n + 2 if 11 E 1,2 or 3mod4 
A closed C(5, 5) An open C(5, 5) A mixed C(5.4) 
Let Pk =x1,. ,xk and P, =yl,. . , y,,. The vertex (I’,, x,) of P,, x Pk is simply written 
r,,, and the ith column of vertices X; is defined by 
&={s,., E C(k,n)l l<j<k} 
forevery l<i<nandif i>rzori<l thenX,=(ii. 
Thus, when k is even, by symmetry we can assume that the vertex xl. 1 belongs to XI 
in C(k,n). Let us remark that there exist three types of C(IE,ti) when k is a fixed odd 
integer. In this case we call a component (see Fig. 1 ) 
l ~‘lo,wd if n is odd and /Xl/ = jkj2j (-IX,,]), 
l open if II is odd and 1x11 = rk/21 (=1X,, I), 
l mixed if n is even and in this case either XI 1 = [/q/21 and I& = [.k.:2!. or 
IX,,1 = rk/21 and 1x11 = [k/2]. 
We will write y~,,~ instead of y(P,, x PA) for short. 
For any graph G = (V,E) and X C V we denote by N(X) the neighborhood of .I. 
and by N[X] the extended neighborhood of X (i.e. N(X) Ux). 
We have to prove for a fixed k and an appropriate function $(n) that ;(C’(/~.U)) 
i(n). 
To reduce the number of cases, we need a preliminary result: 
XCD atid YcV withN[X]CN[Y]ad ~Xl >iYl (I) 
Proof. If D is non-minimum then let D’ be a minimum dominating set. Thus III’1 < :DI. 
Let X = D and Y = D’, then NIX] = N[ Y] = V and IY! = ID’/ < JDI = IXi. 
Suppose that there exists a pair (X, Y) satisfying ( 1 ). Let D’ = Y U (D\,X ). Clearly 
D’ is a dominating set. By (1) we have D’i < (Dl and so 13 is not minimum. l1 
Given a dominating set D of G = (V.E), we call substitute puir a pair (X. Y) ot 
subsets of V such that 
X C D. Y&V 
with 
NP’ICNIY] and lX13lYl (1’) 
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Fig. 2. 
The following fundamental principle follows immediately from the proof of 
Theorem 1: 
Let D be LE dominating set of G und let (X, Y) be a substitute pair. Then the 
set D’ = (D\X) U Y is u dominating set of G such that ID’1 < IDl. 
The general idea for proving (LB) y(C(k,n))a$(n) is by induction on /VI, based 
on a description of a dominating set of C(k,n) on the first columns. 
Let D be a dominating set of G = (V, E), and B a subset of V. For an A c D n 
B, we construct a dominating set D’ of V\B by taking all vertices of D n V\B 
and “projecting” all vertices of D n B\A in V\B, so we have IDI 3 ID’1 + IAJ (see 
Fig. 2). And we apply induction hypothesis on the subgraph induced by V\B. Note 
that A may not be a dominating set of the subgraph induced by B. 
Let V be the set of vertices of C(k, n). We call configuration a pair (A, B) of subsets 
of V such that N[A] c B. A configuration (A, B) is tlalid if for each vertex ri,j of B 
we have 
(i) i<n - 2, and 
(ii) all the “left” neighbours of Ui,i (i.e. t’;-l,j_l, u,_l,j+t) belong to B. 
In Fig. 3, we see three types of subsets B which satisfy (ii). 
Type 1 is used in the proof for k = 5,6,7 and 8, Type 2 is used in the proof for 
k = 6, and type 3 in the proof for k = 7. 
Suppose that we have a configuration (A,B) on the first columns. Let D 
be a dominating set of C(k, n) such that A C: D. We can associate to D 
a set D’ called associated set to configuration (A, B) with respect to D, 
such that the set D’ contains all vertices of D\B. For any vertex Ui,j of 
D n B of which some neighbours are in V\B (observe that ri,i is not in 
A), and i + 2 <n we put v,+2,, in D’. 
B , WI3 
Type 1 Type 2 TYPO 3 
Fig. ? 
We call this operation a projection. It is clear that we have ID’] + IA] < iL>l. 
If D’ is an associated set to a valid configuration then D’ is a dominating set of the 
subgraph induced by V\B, and so we use the minimality on V\B. 
A vertex isfbrhi&&rz if every dominating set D containing this vertex is non-minimum 
We will show substitute pairs that forbid some vertices, 
The aim of the proofs of (LB) is to exhibit a vertex such that all of its neighbours 
and itself are forbidden. To reduce the number of cases we will use the ideas developed 
above. The process can be described by the following recursive procedure: 
Let (A,B) be a configuration, F be a set of forbidden vertices. 
FORBID (A, B, F): verify that any dominating set D of C(k, M) such that A 2 I) 17 B 
and D n F = v) satisfies (LB). 
If there exists a vertex z’ such that h’[r] 5: F then return. 
Let D be any dominating set of C(k,n) such that A ‘2 D. 
If there exists a set B’ of type I or 2 or 3 such that (A. B’) is a valid configuration 
and $(Iz)< ID’1 + lA( 6 IDI w h ere D’ is the associated set to (A,B’) with respect to I) 
then any dominating set D verify (LB), so return. 
Choose a vertex L’ E V\N[A]. 
For every vertex u E N[c]\F do 
If there exists a substitute pair (X, Y) such that u t X.X\(U) CA and 
Y fl F # (n then FORBID (A, B, F U {zL}). 
Else FORBID (A U {u},B U N[u],F). 
The proof of (LB) can be summarized by 
Let ql be a “well’‘-chosen vertex, and lel {VI.. . . r,> = N(r). 
FORBID ({ uo}, N[nol, fl>, 
For i = I to t do 
FORBID ({cj},N[t’i],{tlo,...,c,~~}). 
For proving ;(C(k,n))<$(n), we give a dominating set of cardinality t//(n). The 
description of our dominating set is based on a partition of V into Qt. Q2,. , (Iv with 
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q 3 1, for which we give a dominating set of the subgraph induced by Qi for every 
1 <ibq. 
In Section 2.1 we give the proofs for k d 5 and 8. In Section 2.2, the proof for k = 6 
is given. Finally, in Section 2.3 we handle the case k = 7. 
2.1. Proof for k d 5 and k = 8 
Proposition 2. For every n 3 1, tie have 71,~ = n. 
Proof. P, x PI is an edgeless set of n vertices: obvious. 0 
Proposition 3. For every n = 2, we have ~2,~ = 2 [n/31. 
Proof. P, x P2 is the union of two vertex-disjoint paths of length n: obvious. 0 
Proposition 4. For every n 3 2, we have 713,~ = n. 
Proof. For n = 2, Proposition 3 gives the result. So we can suppose that n 33. Let 
D be any dominating set of P, x 9. To prove IDI 3 n we construct a dominating set 
D’ofP,xPx such that /D’1<101 and lD’n{x,2fori=l,...,II}l=n. Todominatea 
vertex xi, 2 not in D, without loss of generality, we can assume that xi-r,3 belongs to 
D. But to dominate xi-i,i, either Xi_i,i or Xi-z,2 belongs to D. 
Let D’=DU{X~,J}\{X_~.~}, D’ is clearly a dominating set of P, x8 and ID’I=lDl, 
furthermore D’ contains xi, 2. 
On the other hand, we see that if we take D = {xi, 2 for every i = 1,. . . , n}, with 
IDI = n, D is a dominating set of P, x 9. 0 
Proposition 5. For every n 3 4, tve have 
y4,n = n if’ n c 0mod4, 
_I, 
r4,n = n + 1 if n- 1 or 3mod4, 
;14,~ = n + 2 if n E 2mod4. 
Proof. Since P4 = P4, the result holds by the following result. q 
Theorem 2 (Gravier and Khelladi [4]). For every n 3 2 and k > 4, bve have 
v(P, x Pk)=n if n s 0mod4, 
y(P, xPk)=n+l if n- 1 or3mod4, 
y(P, x Pk) = n + 2 if n E 2mod4. 
Proposition 6. For every n > 5, bve huve 
Y5 ,,=5+6 if n = 7, 
1/5 ,n = 4 [n/31 if n G 1 or 2mod3, 
75 ,n = 4 In/31 + 2 if n = 0 mod3. 
Proof. We use notation and techniques given in introduction. 
Let C(5. n ) be a connected component of e, x &. and 
$(/?) = 2 (n’31 i,f’ n f 1 or 2 mod 3. 
$(11)=2 [/I...31 + I of n E Omod3. ‘, 
we have to prove 
(P5) :(C(5.n))3@(n) 
It is easy to see that (P5) holds for II =: 2 and for closed C(5,3). Using the exclusive 
cases described in the proof it is easy to see that (P5) holds l‘or II = 5,h. Since 
;t(C(5.4)) = ;(C(4,5)) = 3, we obtain, if C(5.7) is open, ;(C(5,7))25. On the other 
hand. remark that the minimum dominating set of C(5.4) is unique, thus if‘ (‘(5.7) is 
closed then (P5) holds. 
Suppose n 38 and let D be a dominating set of C’(5,rr). 
If C’(~,H) is open or mixed then we may assume that IA’/ = 3. Thus to 
dominate the pendant vertices xi. 1 and x1.5 the dominating set D must 
it-; 
2 li-3 
contain at least two vertices L{ and I: in Xl JX,. We consider now D' the 
set associated to configuration C = ({II. I:>.& U X2 c! X3 ). Since II > 5. C 
is valid and so D' is a dominating set of C(5,fz - 3 ). Thus by induction 
we have IDi 22 + ID’1 32 + IC/(n - 3)3$(~). 
When c’(S,t~) is closed then, since XI is a stable set of size two, /Dn(X, ‘._,A’~ )i 3 I. 
If jDn(X, U.f’z )~ = 1 then D must contain the vertex .~?.j and to dominate 
the vertices ~1.1 and ,YZ,! the dominating set D must contain two more 3 
m 
If-l 
vertices if and I: in the three first colun~ns. We construct the set D' 
associated to configuration C = ({.x~.;.li, r),X, CJ A’? c! .Ui I., X4),. Since 
n 36, C is valid and so D’ is a dominating set of C’( 5. II - 4). Thus, by 
induction. we have /D/33 + /D'1>3 $ (i/(n - 4)>$(11). 
If IDn(A', ~lX2))( 32 then let u and r be two vertices of D'l(X, IJX~), We 2 
i-c 
rl-.< 
construct the set D' associated to configuration C = ( {u. r}.X, L .k’> UX, ). 
Since ~735. C is valid and so D’ is a dominating set of c’(j.,r 3). 
Thus, by induction, we have IDI > ID" + 222 + I//(/T -- 3)31//(11). 
This completes the proof of (P5). 
I\ minimum dominating set of P? x Ps is dcscribcd by { T~_J._Y~.J._I-c j._v(, 2. i,,, j_ 
fl.J,-Y2. 1,-\5.1~.U.i..% ,J7.4}. 
For t a non-negative integer, let D, = {.Y,, 3,'~ ,.YI I j,,.:,x2 ,~,,,J,.Q , j,'.s for every 11 
0. . , t} Then DA for II =3k $2, DA U {_\.,,,I ..T-,,,z } for t7=3k -c 3 and DA J{.Y,, I._\-,,.J..Y!, i..,. 
_Y,,_~} for fl x: 3k + IO are dominating sets of c, x fi of cardinality PI//. L 
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Proof. Let C( 8, n) be a connected component of P, x Pg. and let 
i(n) = * if n = Omod4, 
$(n) = n + 1 otherwise. 
Since the two connected components of P, x Pg are isomorphic, we have only to prove 
(P8) y(C(8,n))>$(n). 
It is easy to see that (P8) holds for n=2,3,4 and 5. Using the exclusive cases described 
in the proof we can prove that (P8) holds for n = 6 and 7. 
Suppose n38. Let D be a dominating set of C(8,n). 
Since 1x1) = 4 and every vertex of X2 has at most two neighbours in 
Xl, we have ID fl (Xl U&)l32. If ID n (Xl UX2)1 = 2 then D must 
contain x2,6 and x2,2. But now, to dominate x2,4 and x2,8 D must contain 4 n-4 
two more vertices u and L‘ in Xs. We construct now the configuration I 
C = ({u, u,x~.J,x~,~},X~ U/Y, UX, U&). Since ~36, it is easy to check 
that C is valid and so Dl is a dominating set of C(8, n - 4). Thus, by 
induction, we have IDI 24 + ID’1 24 + $(n - 4)3$(n). 
If jDn(X, UX2)I 23 then for any {u, v,M/} in Dn(X, uX~) we consider 
the configuration C = ({u, L’, w},Xt U A’, U X3), and the set D’ associated 
to C. Since n 35, it is easy to check that C is valid and so D’ is a 
il 
3 n-3 
dominating set of C(8,n - 3). Thus, by induction, we have IDI 33 + 
~D’~~3+1&n-3)3$(n)ifn-0,1 or2mod4. 
Similarly, using the same argument on the two last columns X,, and X,,_ 1, 
we obtain for any configuration C’ = ({u’, D’, 16’},Xn UX,_ l UX,,_2), and 
the set D” associated to C’ using the (rji,j,ri_2,j)-projection instead of 3 n-6 3 
the (v;,,~, q+>,j)-projection. We construct D”’ = (D’ U D”)\(& U& UX, U 0 
X,, U X,-I U X,?_z) which is a dominating set of C(8,n - 6) because 
n>8, moreover C and C’ are two valid configurations. So we have 
IDI 3 ID”‘1 + 636 + $(n ~ 6). if n E 3 mod4. 
This achieves the proof of (P8). 
If n E 0 [4] then the set of columns of P, x Ps is partitioned into packs of four 
consecutive columns for each of which the dominating set is isomorphic to the set 
{x2,2>~2,6,x3,3,x3,7}. 
If n z Y [4] with Y > 0 and n 3 5 then we consider the following partition Qt, (32 
where Qt is V(Pd+,. x Pg) and Qz isomorphic to Y(P,_,_J x Pg). Our dominating set 
of P, x Ps is the union of a minimum dominating set of P4+,. x Px, to dominate the 
subgraph induced by Qr, and a set isomorphic to the dominating set of Pn_-r_~ x Pp 
since n - Y - 4 E 0 [4], for the subgraph induced by Q2. 0 
2.2. Proof for k = 6 
For k=6 and 7, we consider two graphs: C(k,n) and another one denoted by C’(k,n) 
obtained from C(k, n). 
The graph C’(k,n) will satisfy, for any ~22, the following property: 
(P) ;,(C(k,n))d;‘(C’(k,n))~~(C(k.n)) + 1 
Proof. Let C(6,17) = (V,E) be a connected component of c:, x Ph, and let C'(6.77) = 
(V',E') where C” = {x0,2} U V and E’ := {(XO.J,XI. I ).(.q~.~,.te\-i.; )} U E. 
The graph C’( 6, tz) verifies the property (P). Indeed, by using eventually the (v().?,I’~, 2)- 
projection, we obtain from any minimum dominating set D’ of C’(6,n) a dominating 
set D of C(6,rl) with ID’1 = y(C’(k,r?))>/Dl >:,‘(C(k,/?)). On the other hand, the set. 
D L {xg,?}. where D is a minimum dominating set of C(6, n), is a dominating set of 
C’( 6, II). 
Let I/I(~) = [4n/51 and $‘(n) = [(4n + 3)/5j. F’ lrs we prove by induction on the ‘t 
number of vertices, that for n > 2, the following property is true: 
y(G)3$(n) if G = C(6,n). 
(P6) 
y,(G) 3 $‘(!I) if G = C’(6,17 ). 
It is easy to see that (P6) is true for n = 2. The previous results show that for II = 3.4.5 
and 8 we have ;(C(6,n))>$‘(n) and thus by (P) the property (P6) is also true for 
these values. Using the exclusive cases described in the proof, we can check that: (P6) 
holds for n = 6 and 7. 
Then we can suppose n 3 9. 
Cuw 1: G = C’( 6, ~1). 
Suhc~rse 1 1 : Thrre exists a minimum dominutin~~ srt D of C/(6,17) 
conruining the r’rrte.v x0.2. We remark that C’(6,n)\N[{so,z}] is isomor- 
phic to C’(6, n - I ). In this case, we construct the set D’ associated to 
a 
1 If- I 
the configuration C = ({x~,~},N[{x~.*}I). Since IZ > 3, it is easy to check 
that C is valid and so D’ is a dominating set of C”(6.n ~ 1 ). Thus, by 
induction, we verify that 
IDI > I + ID’1 3 1 + f(r7 ~ I) = [(5 t- 4(n - I) + 3),51 2$'(77). 
SL~XI.P~~ 1 .2: The rrrtex x(),1 isJorhid&n, und tlzew tJ.yist.s (4 minimrn7 
dominating set D of’ C’(6,n) containiny the certcs x1.3. To dominate 
the vertex xl, 1, D must contain one of the vertices {xl, ,.x2.2}. Let CI be 3 /l-i 
such a vertex. To dominate the vertex x1.5, D must contain one of the a 
vertices (x1. ~,x?.~,,Q(,}. Let L’ be such a vertex. We construct the set 
D’ associated to the configuration C =~ (124, P,_Y~.~},X~~ U XI IJ X2 U X3). 
Since 7735, it is easy to check that C is valid and so D’ is a dominating 
set of C(6, II ~ 3). Thus by induction, we verify that !Di 3 3 i lD’( 3 3 
+ II/(n ~ 3) = [( 15 $4(n - 3))j51 = f(n). 
Suhccrw I .3: The wrtices x0.2 arxl x1.3 ure fiwhidde17. In this case, a minimum 
dominating set D of C’(6,n) must contain the vertex XI. 1 to dominate the vertex SO. 2. 
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Claim 1.3.1. D must contain the vertex x2,4. 
First, observe that D does not contain the vertex x2.2. Indeed, in the opposite case for 
X = {XI, t,xz~} and Y = {xI,~,x~.J}, the pair (X, Y) is a substitute pair. The dominating 
set D’ = (D\X) U Y is, by the fundamental principle, also minimum, and, x1,3 E D’, a 
contradiction. Thus x2.2 is forbidden. So, to dominate the vertex x1,3, D must contain 
the vertex x2.4. 
To dominate the vertex x2.6, D must contain a vertex u from {x2.6,nI.5,~3,5}, and 
to dominate the vertex x3.1, D must contain a vertex c from {x3,1 ,x4,2}. 
Let A be the set {XI. 1,x2,4,& V} and B be the set (X0 U XI U U 
X5)\{xs,s}. We have shown that there exists a minimum dominating set 
El 
4 n-s 
D such that DnB > A. Furthermore, observe that C’(6, n)\B is isomorphic 
to C’(6,n ~~ 5). Let C be the configuration (A,B). 
As n37, it is easy to see that C is valid, so the associated set D’ of D is a 
dominating set of C’(6, n - 5). Thus we have by induction IDI >4+ ID’1 34 + $‘(n - 5) 
= I(20 + 4(n ~ 5) + 3)/51 = $‘(n). 
Case 2: G = C(6,n). 
Suhcuse 2.1: There exists a minimum dominating set D qf’ C(6, n) having three 
vertices u,v and w in Xl uX~. Consider the configuration C = ((11, c, w},Xt UXZ u&). 
Since n 35, it is easy to check that C is valid. So, we can apply 
the induction hypothesis to the associated set D’ which is a domi- 
rh 
3 l‘l-3 
nating set of C(6,n - 3). We have IDI 33 + ID’)33 + $(M - 3) = 
I( 15 + 4(n - 3))/51 2$(n). 
Suhcasr 2.2: Every minimum dominatiny set D oj’C(6,n) has at most two vrrtices 
in Xl U X2. To dominate x1, 1, D must contain a vertex u from {xl. t,.q2}. 
Suppose that D contains the vertex x1,5. Let C = ({x~,~,u},(XI U X2 U 
X3)\{x3,5}). Remark that the subgraph induced by V\B is isomor- 
phic to C/(6,11 - 3) and that the associated set D’ dominates it. Since 
n 3 5, C is valid. By induction, we have ) Dl> 2 + ID’1 > 2 + $‘(n - 3) = 
I(10 + 4(12 - 3) + 3)/5 = lj(n). 
Therefore we can assume that xl.5 is forbidden. 
Claim 2.2.1. The vertex x2.4 is jbrhidden. 
Indeed, in the opposite case the vertex x2,4 belongs to a minimum dominating set D. 
And now, as we have already two vertices (u and x2,4) of D on Xr UX2, to dominate 
the vertex x2.6, D must contain xj, 5. Then the pair (X, Y) with X = {u,xj, 5,x2,4} and 
Y={x1,5,~2,2,~3,5} is a substitute pair. Since x1.5 is forbidden, as in the proof of Claim 
1.3.1, we obtain a contradiction which implies Claim 2.2.1. 
So, to dominate the vertex XI ,5, D must contain the vertex x2.6. 
Claim 2.2.2. The vertex x3.5 is forbidden. 
Indeed, in the opposite case the vertex _rj,s belongs to a minimum dominating set 
D. Then the pair (X, Y) with X = {x2.6,x3.5) and Y = {.Y~.~,Y~~~} is a substitute pair. 
Since x1.5 is forbidden, as in the previous case we obtain a contradiction which implies 
Claim 2.2.2. 
Then to dominate the vertex x2,4, D must contain the vertex 113~3, 
since D contains at most two vertices on Xr li X2. Now, to dominate 
~4.h and .~s, 1 the dominating set D must contain one vertex 11 into 
D 
5 if-7 
{.~q,2,-y, r r(,,z] and one more vertex rt’ into (_Q~.s~,~}. We construct 
the set D’ associated to C = (A,B) where 4 = {11.x? (I,.x;,;. V, TV} and 
L? = ((Xl UX, LJX; UXs UX, UX~)\{.Q,~}). Since na9, C is valid. The 
subgraph induced by V\B is isomorphic to C’(6, H - 7 ). 
Thus by induction, we have /0135+lD’i35+rl/‘(rl-7)- ;(25 ~4(r1 ~ 7) + 3),5#=~ 
e(n). 
For proving the proposition, it suffices now to exhibit for any 77 2 6 dominating ccts 
of C(6, n) of cardinality $(Iz). 
First we give for some congruences of 1r.a dominating set of C’(6.n) of cardinality 
$(/I) (which is also by (P) a dominating set of C(6.t~)): 
If n = 5q + I’, with I’ = 3 or 4 and q 30. Then Qi is isomorphic to B for every 
i = 1,. . ,q; Q, is isomorphic to R,. (see Fig. 4). 
Now we give for the other congruences of n, a dominating set of C(6. n ): 
If II = 5q + I’, with r = 6 or 7 and q 20. Then Qr is isomorphic to S;: 0, 1s a 
dominating set of C’(6,17 - 3) given above. 
If II = 5q + 10,q 30. Then Qt is isomorphic to ST and t)z is a dominating set ot’ 
C’(6,n ~ 7). 
The dominating set of C(6.n) is represented by the “black squares” in Fig. 4. 
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2.3. Proof ,for k = 7 
Proposition 10. For every II 2 7, we haue 
if n G 1,3,5 or 7mod 10, 
1s n c 4,6 uv 8mod 10, 
-1 $n=19modlO, 
Yl +2 $n=OoPZmodlO. 
Proof. Like in the case k = 6, we need to introduce a new graph Cf(7, n) = (Y’, E’), 
defined from a closed or mixed component C(7, n) =( V,/,E) of P, x fi with [XII = Lk/2], 
by setting V’= VU{x_ ~JJCI,IJO,~} and E’={( x 1,2,~0,1),(~-1,2~~0,3),{~0,I,~1,2),(~0,3~ ~ 
~1,2),(xg,~,x1,4)} U E. One can verify that C’(7,n) satisfies the property (P) for every 
n32. 
If C( 7, ~1) is open then IZ is odd and we consider the following function: 
til(tz) = 6 if n = 7, 
9n - 2 
yh(n>= ~ 
i 1 IO otherwise. 
If C(7,n) is closed or mixed then we consider here the following function: 
9n + 3 
$2(+= ~ 1 1 IO if n is even, 
otherwise. 
At last we consider for the graph C’(7,n) the following function: 
9n + 9 
lf/2(4 = ~ 1 1 IO if n is even, 
9n+ 14 
$2(n)= ~ 
i 1 10 otherwise. 
We have to prove for every n > 2 the following property: 
;s(G)a$l(n) if G is an open C(7,n). 
(P7) ;(G)>$l(z(n) if G is a closed or a mixed C(7.n). 
;(G)>$‘(n) if G is C’(7,n). 
We know that, for n-2,.,.,6 and 8, C(7,n) satisfies (P7) holds. Since $‘(~r)-@(II) 
for II = 2 and 5, we can deduce that (P7) holds also C’(7.2) and C’( 7.5). Hence. by 
exclusive cases of the proof, we can prove that (P7) holds for every n < 7. 
Assume that there exists a counterexample G for (P7) which is minimal (by cardi- 
nality of set vertices of G). 
Indeed, in the opposite case consider for every {u. U, M?} into 
D f’ (2’1 L X2) the configuration C =I ({u, 11. ~v},Xl U X2 U X3). 
Since IZ 35, it is easy to check that C is valid. Observe that 3 +3 
C(7, n ~ 3) is mixed. So, by minimality of G we have IDI > 3 m 
+ID’l>3+&(n-3)=/(30+9(n-3)+3)j101 2$,(n). Contradiction. 
To dominate 11. I, D must contain a vertex u from {xl, ,.x2,2}. To dominate .Y~,~. D 
must contain a vertex t: from {~1.7,~2.6}. So by Claim I. I all the other vertices on 
XI U X2 are forbidden. Hence to dominate x2.4, D must contain one of the vertices 
x3.3,x3.5. By symmetry, we may suppose that D contains x3.3. 
Claim 1.2. All the orrtices in (Xl u LJ&)\{u. c,.x3.;} L/w ,fbr&i&n 
Suppose that D contains another vertex M! in X1 U ‘. U X4. and consider the con- 
figuration C = ({u,L.,x~,~,w},XI U.. !JX, ). Since nb7. it is easy to check that (’ is 
valid. 
Observe that C(7,n - 7) is mixed. So, it satisfies by minimality of 
G the property (P7) and we have IDI >4 + ID’/>4 t I/Q(IZ ~ 5) = 4 ‘l-5 
[(40 + 9(n - 5) + 3)/101 = $1(n). Contradiction. rt 
Now, to dominate the vertex x4.6, D must contain one vertex M’ from U == {_~j. ~..~5,7}. 
Then to dominate the other vertex of U, D must contain one more vertex J from 
N [U] n (X5 Li X6). In the other hand, to dominate x5.1, D must contain another vertex 
z from {,~t;, I..Y(,.~}. 
Consider the configuration C = ({u, I:, x;. 3, IV, J~,z}. Xi Ll U XT ). Since 
n 29, it is easy to check that C is valid. Observe that C( 7. n - 7) is 
mixed and verifies by minimality of G the property (P7). Then IDI 3 6 
+ ID’1 >6+1,Q*(n-7)= [(60 + 9(n - 7) + 3)/101 2$,(n). Contradiction. 
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Claim 2.1. Every minimum dominating set of C(7,n) has ut most three vertices in 
Xl ux, UX3. 
Indeed, in the opposite case let D be a minimum dominating of C(7,n) 
containing four distinct vertices u, v, w and y from Xi UX~UX~, and let D’ 
be the set associated to the configuration ({u, v, w,z},& U& UX3 U&). 
By minimality of G we have 
IDI 24 + (D’I 24 + $2(n - 4) = 
1 
40+9(yi4)+3 >$j2(n), 
1 
if n is even, 
iDl>4+ID’)34+$2(n-4)= 40+9(;~4)+8] 3 $2/2(n), otherwise. 
And then G satisfies (P7). Contradiction. 
Claim 2.2. One of the two vertices x2,3 or x2,5 is forbidden. 
If Claim 2.2 does not hold then there exists a minimum dominating set D which 
contains x2,3 and x2.5. But, in this case, to dominate the vertices x2,1 and x2,7, D must 
contain two more vertices from Xl U X2 U X3, a contradiction. 
So, by symmetry, we can suppose that x2,3 is forbidden. 
Claim 2.3. We can ussume that the vertex x1.2 is forbidden. 
Suppose D contains x1,2. Then D must contain a vertex u from {x1,4,x2,5} 
to dominate xi,4 and one more vertex v from {x1,6,x2,~,x3,6} to dominate 
x2,7. Then since n 36, it is easy to check that C = ({x1,2, u, v}, (Xl U 
X2 Ux3 U&)\{X~,~,XJJ,X~,~}) which is valid. Remark that the subgraph 
induced by V\B is isomorphic to C’(7,n - 4) and satisfies (P7). This 
contradicts the fact that G is a counterexample of (P7) because 
IDI 33 ID’1 33 $‘(n 4) 30 + + + 9(n - 4) + 9 - = 
10 1 
= $2/2(n), if n is even, 
lDI>3+JD’l>3+$‘(n-4)= 30+9(nli4)+141 3 $2(n), otherwise. 
Now since the vertices xi,2 and x2,3 are forbidden, D must contain x2,1 to dominate 
x1.2. 
Claim 2.4. The vertex x2.5 is forbidden. 
If D contains the vertex x2,5 then to dominate x2.7, D must contain a vertex u 
from {x1.6,x2.7,x3,6}, and to dominate x2.3, D must contain one more vertex v from 
{xi,4,x3,4,x3,~}. And so we have, ID n (Xl UX2 UX3)1>4, a contradiction. 
Now, to dominate the vertex xk,d,D must contain it. To dominate the 
vertex xl,c,,D must contain one more vertex II from {s~,~.x~.~}. On the 
other hand, since !Dfl(X, U& UX;)l<3, to dominate the vertex ~3.1, D 
must contain a vertex ?: from {.q~,xq,~J. To dominate the vertices 
.X-J. , and q 7, D must contain two more vertices I’, 1%’ from respectively, 
{-Q I a. 2 > and i-w 7,.~,t,}. C onsider the set D’ associated to the config- 
uration ({,x-z., ,x1,4. u, y. u, IV}, B) with B = X1 U . CJ X,,. Since n 3 8, by 
minimality of G we have 
c 6 n-h 
ID126+lD’(36+t)2(n-6)= -- r 60+9(‘10- w?/ >@(,), 1 if t? is even, 
This contradicts our hypothesis and completes 
C~sc 3: G is C’(7. n) \virh n 3 8. 
Claim 3.1. We cut7 NSS~~I~ th the wrfc~r .x 
Let D be a minimum dominating set of C’( 7,n) containing this 
vertex, and consider the set D’ associated to the configuration 
( {.Y. ,.l}, !V[.L 1.21). S’ mce 1232. by minimality of G we have 
ID131 +-ID’/31 +$1(n)= - [“+g+‘j >tf(tf) ifniseven, 
(D( 3 I t- (D’( 3 I + &(n) = (??$I 3$‘(n) otherwise. 
Contradiction. 
Claim 3.2. The crrtcs x(),3 is jiwhiddm. 
If D contains the vertex ~g.3 then to dominate ~0.~. D must contain 
a vertex II from (x0, I..YI.~}. Since ~34, it is easy to check that 2 u-2 
i {%3. u}. (X- I u ” u x2 )\{ x7 5, Y~.~~.I-~,T}) Lifl _.. - is valid, and by minimality 
of G we have 
(Dj 22 $- (D’I 22 + IG/‘(t? 2) 
14 
- = lO+9(n-2)- __--- 
I 0 
1 2$‘(n) otherwise 
Contradiction. 
By Claims 3. I, 3.2 and since we have to dominate the vertex ~1.2, D must contain 
the vertex ~(1.l 
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Let u be one of the three vertices. Then (X, Y) with X = {x~,J,u} and Y = {x_,,~,u} 
is a substitute pair. We obtain a contradiction because the vertex x_~,z is forbidden. 
By Claims 3.3, to dominate the vertices x0,3 and x2.1, D must contain xl,4 and x3.2. 
Claim 3.4. The vertices XI, 6,x2,5,x3.4 und X3,6 ure fbrbidden. 
Let u be one of the four vertices. Then (X, Y) with X = {xr,d,xj,~, U} and Y = 
{xo,~,x~,J,u} is a substitute pair. We obtain a contradiction because the vertex x0,3 is 
forbidden. 
Finally, we have to show that any minimum dominating set D of 
C’(7,rz) contains, more than the vertices x0.1,x1.4 and x3.2, three other 
vertices namely x2,7 to dominate x1.6, a vertex u from {x4,3,x4,5} to 
dominate x3,4 and at last a vertex u from {x4,7,x5,6} to dominate the 
vertex x4,7. Consider now the set D’ associated to the configuration 
C = ({x~,~,x~,4,x3,~,x~,7,u,v},X~~ U ... UXj). Since n38, it is easy 
to check that C is valid and then by minimality of G we have 
9(n 
- 
iDl~6+lD’/36+~2(n-6)= 60 i_ 6) + 3 
10 
1 3 *‘(n) if n is even, 
I~l36+1~‘(36++~(~6)= 60 + 9(n 
- 
6) + 8 
10 
1 3 *‘(n> otherwise. 
This contradicts our hypothesis and hence completes the proof of the property (P7). 
For proving our proposition, we exhibit below for any n>7 dominating sets of 
C(7, n) satisfying (P7) with equality (see Fig. 5). 
Let n = 1Oq + r with q.r>O and na7. 
Cuse 1: C(7, n) is closed or mixed. First we give a dominating set of C’(7, n) of 
cardinality $‘(n) = $2(n), which is also a dominating set of C(7,n). 
If r = 0,2,5 or 7 then Qi is isomorphic to B, for every i = 1,. . ,q; and &+i is 
isomorphic to R,.. 
If r = 4,6,9 or 11 then Qr is isomorphic to S4 and Q2 is isomorphic to the solution 
C’(7, log + Y - 4) given above. 
If Y = 8 or 13 then Qr is isomorphic to C4 and Q2 is isomorphic to the solution 
C(7,lOq + r - 4) given just above. 
Case 2: C(7,n) is open. 
If Y = 9 or 11 then Qi is isomorphic to Sg and Q2 is isomorphic to the solution 
C’(7,l oq + r - 4). 
If Y = 13,15 or 17 then Qi is isomorphic to C, and Q2 is isomorphic to the solution 
C(7,10q+r-4). 
To complete this description, we remark at last that {x1, 2,x2, 6.x3. 5,x5. 3,x6, 2,x,j,6} is 
minimum dominating set of an open C(7,7) (see Fig. 6). 0 
Our proof is algorithmic, based on a search of substitute pairs. Then this technique 
can be applied for computing Yk,n for any fixed k. 
% %I 
Fig. 5. 
Fig. 6 
Furthermore, the idea of configuration seems to be helpful for computing the domi- 
nation numbers on complete grids (i.e P,, 11 Pk ). 
3. Algorithm 
Johnson [8] has attributed the (unpublished) proof of NP-completeness of the de- 
cision version problem of the domination problem (i.e. Given G and an integer IIZ. 
is there a dominating set of size nz or less?) for arbitrary grid graphs to Leighton, 
but the complexity of determining the value of ;,(cl [Ifi.) remains unknown. Several 
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authors were interested in this problem. Among them, Jacobson and Kinch [7] who 
solved the problem when k <4. Hare et al. [6] constructed a linear algorithm for com- 
puting (P,OPk) for fixed k. Using the output of an implementation of this algorithm, 
Hare was able to find simple formulas for a number of different values of k and n. In 
more recent work Chang and Clark [ 1] proved these formulas for k = 5 and 6. Chang 
et al. [2] give a dominating set of P, 0 Px_ satisfying Hare’s formulas for 5 <k < 8 and 
nd500, k=9 and n<233, and k=lO and n< 125. Finally, formulas for y(PnCIPk) when 
k < 18 are given in [5]. In [IO], Klavzar and Zerovnik propose an O(logn) algorithm 
for computing y(P,OPk) (for a fixed k). 
Combining some ideas given in Section 1, and the general principle of the algorithm 
in [6], we construct an O(n) algorithm for computing y(I$ x Pk) for any fixed k. 
Afterwards we prove the formula given by the algorithm for all n when k = 9, and we 
give finally some good upper and lower bounds for the particular cases of k = 10,ll 
and 13. 
3.1. The idea of the algorithm 
In [6], the authors propose a dynamic algorithm for calculating y(PnOPk). Here we 
use some of the techniques of dynamic programming to calculate r(P, x Pk), and we 
obtain on a micro-computer these values for k < 33 and n < 40. 
To describe our algorithm we need some additional definitions: 
For a subset A of V(G) we denote by [A] a word in (0, 1, 2}lAl, by Z([A]) the 
number of zeroes contained in [A] and by dA(j) the jth digit of [A]. 
We say that [A] is compatible with [B] if and only if [A] and [B] satisfy 
(i) if for some j, d&j) = 2 then dA(j - 1) = 0 or dA(j + 1) = 0, 
(ii) if for some j, d~ti) = 1 then ds(j - 1) = 0 or d& + 1) = 0, 
(iii) if for some j,d~(j) = 2 then d& - 1) # 0 and d&j + 1) # 0. 
We denote Comp([B]) the set of all words [A] compatible with [B]. 
With any subset S of V(C(k,n)), we associate a n-tuple ([XI], . , [X,])S where 
dx,(j)=O if xi,i ES, 
dx,(j)=l if x~,~ @S and xi-t,,_t or x;-~.~+I f S, 
dx,O’) = 2 if xl,j # S and xi_I,j_land x,-l,/+1 $ S. 
We say that a subset D of V(C(k, n)) is a quasi-dominating set of C(k, n) if and only 
if C(k,n - l)CN[D]. 
By the definition of a quasi-dominating set and (i), we have the following lemma: 
Lemma 1. A subset D of C(k,n) is a quasi-dominating set of C(k, n) if und only if 
the n-tuple ([Xl], . , [A’,])~ z;eri$es [Xi] is compatible with [X,-l] for all i. 
The objective function Opt([X;]) of our dynamic algorithm is equal to the cardinality 
of a smallest quasi-dominating set D of C(k, i) such that if ([Xl]‘, . . . , [Xi]‘)D is the 
i-tuple associated to D then [X;]’ = [Xi]. 
By the previous lemma, our objective function verifies the following recursive for- 
mula 
oPt(Kl) = Min [x;-Il’[&]E Comp(LC-!]I (oPt(l.Kll) +ZC[Xll)). 
A smallest quasi-dominating set of C(k,n+ 1) when n>2 has cardinality ;fC(k.n)). if 
one observe that any dominating set of C(k. n) is a quasi-dominating set of C(k. II + 1 ). 
and that we can deduce from any quasi-dominating set of C( k, n + I ) a dominating set 
of C(k,n) (by “projection” of the vertices of X,,,, into X,,, see the proof of Lemma 3 ). 
So, we conclude that y(C(k,n)) = Minror i,tt ~.y~,_ ,IOpt([X,I,I]. 
The number of possible words of length at most [k/2] in the alphabet (0. 1.7) is 
less or equal to 3Lk/*l, so the complexity of this algorithm is of order O(3t” ‘In). 
Results: With an implementation of this algorithm on a mic,ro-(,olnputc,r, we were 
able to deduce simple expressions for ;(P,, x Pk ) when k = 9. 10, 11 or 13. and II < 100: 
if 17 is even. 
In Section 3.2 we prove this formula for all ~38: 
Y(P,~ x 8,) = 26 if 12 =I 10, 
~(PIO x C,) = 2 
12n+ 11 1 1 10 if n is even. 
if n is odd. 
if II = 11, 12, 13,and 19. 
if 11 E 5 mod 10, 
otherwise, 
;iF’ts x 8,)~ [?I + [?I if /r = I,3 and 7mod IO, 
‘r.(Pl3 x K-2 
3n +4 
1 1 
otherwise. 
2 
In Section 3.3 we give close bounds of these three formulas for all IZ 3 6 
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Let rk = k mod 10 and let r,, = n mod 10. Then we define 
((k, n) = 2 
I 
(k + 2)(n + 2) 
- 2 if or 10 1 (WY,) (Y,,Q) 
E {(0,3), (0,4), (2,3)> (236)s (3>4), (3,6)1, 
5(k, n) = 2 (k+2)(n+2) 10 J - 1 if (rk,y,)=(3 3 3) > 
+ 1 if (yk,m) or (yn,rk) E ((1, 1),(5,5),(7,9)), 
otherwise. 
From this we can deduce a unique formula for k = 12 or 14 d k 633, and n 640: 
y(Pn x Pk) = 56 if k = n = 15, 
y(P, xPk)=71 if k=n=17, 
;,(P, x Pk)=78 if k= 17 and n= 19, 
y(Pz x Pk) = <(k, n) otherwise. 
In Section 4, we will prove this formula for all k and II, k = 12 or k 3 14 and n 2 k. 
3.2. The proof jbr k = 9 
Some definitions and techniques used in Section 2 are helpful1 in this proof. 
In Fig. 7, we show two types of subsets B which satisfy the property (ii) of a valid 
configuration (see introduction of Section 2). 
Theorem 3. For every n>8, we huvr 
othemise. 
B’ WB 
Type 1 Type 2 
Fig. 7. 
Proof. Let C(9, tz) = (V,E) be a connected component of P,, x RI. 
If C(9,n) is open or mixed let us consider the following function: 
llnf7 
$,(n) =: ___ 1 1 10 if C(9,n) is open. 
if C(9,n) is mixed. 
Furthermore. let (P19) be the following property: 
(P19) ;(C(9,n))31,/4(n) for n = 3.5,6 or n38. 
If C(9.n) is closed let us consider the following function: 
ci/,(n 1 = 
lln+ 13 
i 1 10 . 
By (P29) we denote the following property: 
(P29) ;(C(9,n))3144n) for ~33. 
From a closed C(9,n), we construct a new graph denoted by C’(9,n) with vertex set 
V’= VU{x~~.~.xg,~,?c~,~,x~,~} and edge set E’={(.Y~,.~.x~.I).(.Y-I.~,x~,~).(x~.I.-\.I.~), 
(.w.;,~I.~). ~~~o,;,.~I.J).~~o,s,~I.~~,(~I~.~,~I.o~} ‘J E. 
In this case let us consider the following function: 
$3(n)= 
Iln+ 19 
i 1 
,. 
By (P;9) we denote the following property: 
(P39) ;$C’(9,n))>$q(n) for n33. 
The values given by our algorithm state that the open connected components c‘(9.3 ) 
and C(9,5) satisfy (PI 9), the closed connected components C(9,3), C(9,5) and C(9.7) 
satisfy (P29), and we can verify that C/(9,3), C/(9,5) and C’(9.7) satisfy (P39). 
Let (P9) be the following property of a graph G: 
(P9) = (P19) if G is an open or a mixed C(9.n). 
(P9) = (P29) if G is a closed (‘(9.17). 
(P9) = (P;9) if G = C’(9,n). 
Assume that there exists a counterexample G for (P9) which is minimal (by 
cardinality). 
Crrsc~ I : G is an open or u mixrd conrzrcted component C(9, n). Since (P, 9) holds 
for n = 3 and 5, we have G = C(9,n) with n = 6 or II 3 8. 
Clearly, D has at least three vertices in X1 U X2. 
Consider the configuration C = ({ u,I~,w},& UX2 U X3). It is easy to 
check that C is valid. Observe that C(9: PI - 3) is either mixed or closed. 
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So, by minimality of G and since n = 6 or n 3 8, we have 
l if G = C(9,n) is open then IDI 33 + ID’1 23 + $i(n - 3) = $1(n), 
l if G = C(9,n) is mixed then @ 23 + ID’1 23 + $z(n - 3) = tit(n). 
This contradicts our assumption that G is a counterexample. 
Case 2: G is a closed connected component C(9,n). Since n is odd and (P29) holds 
for n = 3,5 and 7, we have G = C(9,n) with n 39. 
Claim 2.1. A minimum dominating set D of G contains at most ji)ur vertices from 
X, UX, UX,. 
Indeed, in the opposite case let u, v, w,x and y be five vertices from Xi U X2 U X3. 
Let D’ be the set associated to the configuration ({u, v, w,x, y},B) where 
B = (A’, U X2 U X3 U X4). Remark that the subgraph induced by V\B is 
D 
5 n-4 
isomorphic to C(9, n - 4). By minimality of G and since n > 9, we have 
IDI 3 5 + ID’1 > 5 + &(n - 4) 3 $2(n), a contradiction. 
Claim 2.2. One oj the tbvo vertices x2,3 OY x2,7 is forbidden. 
If this does not hold, there exists a minimum dominating set D which contains x2,3 
and x2,7. In this case, to dominate the vertices x2,1,x2,5 and x2,9, D must contain three 
more vertices from Xi UX2 UX, contradicting Claim 2.1. 
So, by symmetry, we can suppose that x2,7 is forbidden. 
Subcase 2.1: There exists a minimum dominating set D oj’ G containing the vertex 
x2,3. D must contain a vertex u from {x~,~,x~,J,x~,J} to dominate x2.1 and one more 
vertex v from {x1,6,x2.5} to dominate x1,6. 
Claim 2.1.1. The vertex x1,8 is forbidden. 
Assume that D contains x1,8. Then, since n 39, it is easy to check that 
C = ({xl.8>%~}, B) where B = VI ux, ux, uxq)\{x3,8,x4,5,x4,7,x4,9} 4 n-4 
is valid. Observe that the subgraph induced by V\B is isomorphic to @=I 
C’(9, n - 4). 
By minimality of G, we have IDI 34 + ID’1 24 + &(n - 4) 2 $2(n), a contradiction. 
Now since the vertices xi,8 and x2,7 are forbidden, D must contain ~2.9 to dominate 
x1.8, 
Claim 2.1.2. The vertices x3,4,x3,6 and $8 are forbidden. 
It is a direct consequence of Claim 2.1. 
By Claim 2.1.2, v=xi,e. To dominate x3,6 and ~9, D must contain two 
more vertices x E {x4,5,x4,,} and y t {x4,9,x5,8}. Then, since n 39, it 
is easy to check that C=({x2,3,~2,9,~,,6,~,x, y},B) where B=(& U...U 
~~)\{x~,~,x~,~,x~,~,x~,~} is valid. Observe that the subgraph induced by a 
6 n-6 
V\B is isomorphic to C’(9,n - 6). 
By minimality of G, we have (DI > 6 + ID’/ > 6 + $q(n - 6) = tiz(n), a contradiction. 
Suhcme 2.2: The vertex x2,3 is jkwbicic~n. D must contain a vertex u from {.xI,~..Y:.! } 
to dominate ~1.2 and one more vertex 21 from {x~.~,x~.~} to dominate x1.x. 
Claim 2.2.1. Tlw rwtices xl.4 and _Y~.~ IPCJ ,f?wbi&n. 
Assume that D contains one of these two vertices. By symmetry. we can assume that 
D contains x1.4. To dominate x1.6, D must contain a vertex s E {.~i,h,.~2.5). Then (.y. Y) 
where X = {xI.~,x} and Y = (x?.J,x} is a substitute pair. We obtain a contradiction 
because ~2.3 is forbidden. 
Since the vertices x1.4 and x1.6 are forbidden, D must contain .t-?.i to dominate both 
of them. 
Claim 2.2.2. Tk wrtices x3,1 anti x3.8 uw jkorbiddcw 
Suppose that D contains x3.2. Then (X, Y) where X = { u,s~,?} and Y = {.~2.3.sj,~} is 
a substitute pair. We obtain a contradiction because ~2,; is forbiden. By symmetry. wc 
see that .Q is forbiden as well. 
If D contains s;,4 then D must contain one more vertex of {x~,~,.~~.~} to dominate 
x3.1. Thus, in addition to U, D contains at least three more vertices of U. 
Now, assume that D does not contain ~3.d. Then. to dominate x2,3. u must be equal 
to ~1.2, To dominate x3,2, D must contain one more vertex U’ into {x?,I } C, 0”. l3ut 
now, to dominate U’\{u’}, D must contain one more vertex of c/‘. Thus. I) con- 
tains at least three vertices of U. The symmetry of L: and I’ completes the proof‘ of 
Claim 2.2.3. 
Let {u, u’, u”} C Dn I/ and {u, 1:‘. v”} 2 D~I C’. Then since 17 >, 9. it is easy 
to check that C = ({Q, U, u’, u”, 11, I:‘. v”}, B) where B = (XI :J :J A’,,) 
is valid. Observe that the subgraph induced by I-‘,\B is isomorphic to 
c”( 9.17 - 6). By minimality of G, we have ID! 3 7 + />‘I 3 7 t I//~(H ~ 
6) 3 t//2(/7), a contradiction. 
CUSCJ 3: G is C’(9,n). 
Since 11 is odd and (P29) holds for II = 3,5 and 7, we have G = C’(9, n ),,I 29. 
SII~UISLJ 3. I : Tlwrr exists u minimum ciominatimg .wt D of’ G cow 
tainincg tlrr wrtrs s-1.2. Let D’ be the set associated to the configu- 
ration ( {xI,~}, B) where B = X_, C X,,. Observe that the subgraph 
induced by V\B is isomorphic to C(9,/1). By minimality of G we obtain 
IDI > 1 t ID’1 3 I + $~(n)>&(n), a contradiction. 
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Subcase 3.2: The vertex x-1,2 is jbrbidden and there exists a minimum dominating 
set D which contains the vertex x0.3. Thus, to dominate the vertex x0, 1, D must contain 
a vertex u into {x0,1,x1,2}. 
Claim 3.2.1. The vertices x3.2 is j&bidden. 
If this does not hold, then (X, Y) with X = { x0,3,%x3,2) and y = {xO,3,x-1,2>x3.2) is 
a substitute pair and we obtain a contradiction because the vertex x-t,2 is forbidden. 
Claim 3.2.2. D must contain two more vertices v and w oj’ U = {XZJ ,x2,3,x3,4,x& ,x4,3, 
x5,2,x5.4}. 
To dominate the forbidden vertex x3,2, D must contain one vertex v into {x2,1 ,X~,J,~‘,J, 
x~,~}. Thus, to dominate {x4,~,x4,3}\{v}, D must contain one more vertex w E U. 
To dominate x0.5, D must contain a vertex x E {x0,5,xi,4,_yi,~}. 
Claim 3.2.3. The vertex x2.7 is forbidden. 
If x2,7 E D, then (X, Y) with X = { x03ju,x,x2,7} and y = {x-l,2~~~xl,4~x2,7) is a 
substitute pair and we obtain a contradiction because the vertex x-i,2 is forbidden. 
By Claim 3.2.3, to dominate the vertex x3,6, D must contain a vertex y E {X2,5,X3.&X4,5, 
x4,,}; and to dominate the vertex x1,8, D must contain a vertex r E {xl,g,x2,9}. To dom- 
inate the vertex x4,9, D must contain a vertex s E {x3,8,~4,9,x5,s}. 
Then since II 39, it is easy to check that C = ({x0,3, U, z;, M/,X, y, r,s},B) 8 n-6 
where B=(X_t U... 1~x6) is valid. Observe that the subgraph induced ‘il 
by V\B is isomorphic to C(9,n - 6). 
By minimality of G, we have IDI 3 8 + ID’] 38 + &(M - 6) 3 $3(n), a contradiction. 
Subcase 3.3: The vertices x-1,2 and x0.3 are forbidden. To dominate the vertex 
x-]. 2, D must contain the vertex x0, I. 
Claim 3.3.1. The vertices x1,2 and x2,1 are forbidden. 
Assume the opposite and let y one of these two vertices. Then (X, Y) with X = 
{x0, i, y} and Y = {x0,3, y} is a substitute pair. Since x0.3 is forbidden, we obtain a 
contradiction. 
Now, to dominate the vertices X0,3,X2,1,x1,6 and x2.9, D must contain X1.4,X3,2, a vertex 
U E {xO,5.x~,b,x2,5,x2,7} and a vertex U E (x~X~x2.9~x3.8)~ respectively. 
Let D’ be the set associated to the valid (n 29) configuration C = 
({x0, i,Xi,q,X3,2, U, u},B) where B = (X-1 U.. U&). Since the subgraph 
a 
5 n-4 
induced by V\B is isomorphic to C(9,n - 4) by minimality of G, we 
have IDI 3.5 + ID’1 35 + &(z(n - 4) = $3(n), a contradiction. 
Now, we exhibit dominating sets D satisfying (P9) with equality for n>8. 
Cuse 1: Dominating set of open or mixed C(9,n). 
l If n = log + r with r = 8,10,15 or 17, then Q is isomorphic to Se and Q2 is 
isomorphic to C’(9, log + r - 6). 
s6 Sl s9 B 
4 
R2 R3 R4 R5 R7 R9 
Ftg. X 
l If II = I Oq + r with r = 9, 11, 12, 14 or 16, then Qr is isomorphic to S’, and Q: is 
isomorphic to C’(9, 1Oq + r - 7). 
l If IZ = 1 Oq + 13, then Qr is isomorphic to & and Ql is isomorphic to C’(9. 1Oy + 4). 
Cusc 2: Dorninariny set of’ closer1 C(9. n). If n = IOq + r with Y = 9, I I _ 13. 15 or 
17, then Qr is isomorphic to &, and Q2 is isomorphic to C’(9. IOq + I’ - 6). 
GLW 3: Dominating set of C’(9, n). If n = 1Oq + I- with r = 2.3,4,5,7,9 or 1 I then 
Q, is isomorphic to B, for i = 1,. . ,q; Qy, 1 is isomorphic to R,.. 
The dominating set of C(9,n) is represented by the “black squares” in Fig. 8. 
3.3. Bounds ,fbr k = 10, 1 1 und 13 
In this section we give close bounds of the domination number for k = IO, 1 I. I3 
and for all II which more or less agree with our formulas. Before this we give some 
of the values given in Section 2 needed here (see Table 2). 
Table 2 
k 
n 
Fig. 9. 
Lemma 3. Let C(k,n) he a connected component qf e:, x 9, and consider the 
followiny partition: Let Cl = C(kl, n) be the graph induced by 1’011‘s Y1, Y2, . . . , Yk,, 
C, = C(k2,n) be the graph induced by ro11’s Yk,+3, Yk,+4,.... Yk, LGth kl, k232 and 
kI + kz + 2 = k. 
Then WE obtain 
y(C(k,n))>;fCl) + I. 
Proof. Let D be a minimum dominating set of C(k, n), U1 = V(C, ) n Yk, .+I, and Ul= 
Yk,+, n Y(C2). All the vertices of D which can dominate a vertex of Cr (resp. Cz) 
cannot be outside of Ur (resp. U,). Let D’=(D f’ V(C,)) U {xi,~,-l /.qk,+l E D}. Since 
kl 22, it is easy to check that D’ is a dominating set of Cr. Thus, ~DfM,$I 3 ID’/ 3 y(C, ). 
Similarly, with D”=(Drl V(C,))U{ 1, ., x x +4 x,.klmt2 E D}. Since kla2 and kl +kz+2=k, 1 
it is easy to check that D” is a dominating set of C,. Thus, ID n Uzl> ID”/ >y(Cz). 
(see Fig. 9). 0 
Let ROT be the rotation in the plane of angle K 
Theorem 4. For all n 3 5 we have 
$I + 53y(& x q(l)> $2. 
Proof. Applying Lemma 3 to Ct = C(3,n) and C, = C(5, n), we have that 
y(Pn x Pra)>p(P, x 9) + ;(Pn x Ps), and by the results of Section 2 we obtain 
;!(P, x 90)>n + 4 [n/31 3 En. 
The upper bouid is given by the following dominating sets D of C(IO,n), (see 
Fig. 10): 
If n=lOq+r with Y= 10,l 1 or 16 then Qi is isomorphic to ROT(&), Qi is isomorphic 
to B for i = 2,. . . , q + 1 and Qq_+2 is isomorphic to Rd, R5 or RIO, respectively. 
If n = 1 Oq + r with Y = 9 or 12, then Ql is isomorphic to ROT(R5 ), Qi is isomorphic 
to B for i=2,...,q+l and Q4+2 is isomorphic to R2 or Rg, respectively. 
If n = 1Oq + Y with Y = 15,17,18,23 or 24 then Qr is isomorphic to ROT(Rr I), Qi 
is isomorphic to B for i = 2,. ..,q + 1 and Q‘,+* is isomorphic to R~,R~,R~,R~o r 
RI 1, respectively. 
Fig. IO 
Fig. I I 
We complete the description of our dominating sets of C( IO. II) by exhibiting SOIIIL' 
particular dominating sets (Fig. 1 1) for n == 10 and 14. iY_ 
Theorem 5. For (111 n36 IW hacc~ [yti / + 4>;(c, x PI I )2 [?,I] 
Proof. As in the first case we apply Lemma 3 to Ct = C( 3, I?) and Cz = C(h. II ). and we 
have that ;(C( ll.~~))~~(C(3,n)) + ;(C(o,rz)). By the results of Section 2 WC obtain 
>(pII x P,,)>/? + 2 [4n/51 > [13n.‘5/. 
The upper bound is given by the following dominating sets D of C’( I I .H) (we 
Fig. 12). 
CUSP 1: Dominuting set oJ‘ C( 1 1, n) closed or noised. 
l If n = 10~ + r with Y = I I, 13,14,17 or I8 then L,I is isomorphic to ROT(RJ ), Q, is 
isomorphic to B for i = 2,. . ,q + I and Q(,_, z is isomorphic to RJ, Rh. KY, RI(, or R I. 
respectively. 
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B R3 
R7 R 10 
Fig. 12. 
R4 R6 
RI, 
If n= lOq+r with r= 12,15,16,19 or 20, then Qi is isomorphic to ROT(R6),Qi is 
isomorphic to B for i = 2,. . . , q + 1 and Q4+2 is isomorphic to R3, Re, R7, RIO or RI 1, 
respectively. 
Case 2: Dominating set of C( 11, n) open. 
If n=lOq+r with r=13,17 or 21 then Qi is isomorphic to ROT(R7), Qi is isomorphic 
to B for i = 2,. . ,q + 1 and Q4+2 is isomorphic to R3, R7 or RI 1, respectively. 
If n = 1Oq + 19, then Qi is isomorphic to ROT(Re),Qi is isomorphic to B for 
i = 2,. . . , q + 1 and Q,+2 is isomorphic to RIO. 
If n = 1Oq + 25, then Qr is isomorphic to ROT(Rii),Qi is isomorphic to B for 
i=2 , . . , q + 1 and Qq+z is isomorphic to RI 1. 
We complete the description of our dominating sets of C( 11, n) by exhibiting some 
particular dominating sets (Fig. 13) for n = 11,12,13,15, and 19. 
Finally, we can verify that our dominating set is less or equal to LYn] + 4. 0 
Theorem 6. For all n 3 2 we have 
3n + 5 if n E 5,9mod 10 3n if n = 0mod4, 
3n f4 otherwise 
>y(pn x PI312 
3n + 2 otherwise. 
Proof. In this last case we apply Lemma 3 to Cl = C(3, n) and Cz = C(8, n), and we 
obtain that y(C( 13, n)) 3 y(C(3, n)) + y(C(8, n)). By the results of Section 2 we have 
r(P, x Pix) > n + 2n if Iz = 0[4], 
y(Pn x P13) 2 n + 2n + 2 otherwise. 
. 
t’ig. 13. 
B Rz R3 R4 R7 
R 10 kl 
Fig. 14 
R9 
The upper bound is given by the following dominating sets D of C( 13. n). (Fig. 14): 
Case 1: Dominating set of C( 13, n) open or nzixrd. 
If n=lOq+r with r=9,10,11,16,14,17 or 18 then QI is isomorphic to ROT(R4), Q!i 
is isomorphic to B for i = 2,. . . , qt 1 and Qy+2 is isomorphic to R~,R~,R~.RT, Rs. Rio 
or RI 1, respectively. 
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s13.12 s13, 13 
Fig. 15. 
If n = 1Oq + Y with r = 15,22 or 23, then Ql is isomorphic to ROT(Ria), Q is 
isomorphic to B for i = 2,. . . , q + 1 and Q4+2 is isomorphic to Rl, Rg or RIO, respec- 
tively. 
Case 2: Dominating set of C( 13, n) closed. 
If n = 1Oq + Y with r = 13,17,19 or 21 then Ql is isomorphic to ROT(R7),Q, is 
isomorphic to B for i = 2,. . , q + 1 and Qy+2 is isomorphic to R3, R,, Rg or RI,, 
respectively. 
If II = 1Oq + 15 then Qi is isomorphic to ROT(Rg), Q; is isomorphic to B for i = 
2,. . , q + 1 and Q4+2 is isomorphic to Rx, respectively. 
We complete the description of our dominating sets of C( 13, n) by exhibiting some 
particular dominating sets (Fig. 15) for n = 12 and 13. 
Finally, we can verify that our dominating set is less or equal to 
3n + 5 if n s 5,9mod 10, 
3n + 4 otherwise. q 
4. General case 
In this Section, we will show that the formula for the case k = 12, or 14<k 633 
works for the general case, i.e. for k = 12 or k> 14 and for all n> k. We need one 
additional definition: 
We call a subgrid C(p, q) of C(k, n) the grid induced by p consecutive rows and 
q consecutive columns of C(k,n). Let the “interior” of C(k,n) denoted lnt(C(k,n)) be 
the set of vertices x1.j of C(k,n) with 2<i<n - 1 and 2<j<k ~ 1. 
4.1. Quasi-dominating sets 
A direct consequence of the definition of the cross product is 
Property 1. Let C(k,n) be a connected component qfe, x Pk. A column (resp. row) of 
C(k,n) intersects exactly either all even rows (resp. columns) or all odd rows (resp. 
columns). 
Property 2. Lrt C(k+2,n+2) be u connrcted component of’E,-2 x Pki2.C(k+2.n$-2) 
is opera (rrsp. closrd, mixed) $and onijx lf the subgrid inducrd by Int (C(k f2. II -C 2)) 
is isnrmrphic to un opn (resp. c~losrrl, miser/) C(k. u). 
Proof. Observe that Int(C(k+2,n+2))= E’(C(k+2.n+2))\( YI U Y~+~UXI UX,,_J 1. So 
the subgraph induced by Int(C(k + 2,~ + 2)) is isomorphic to a C(k.1~). Assume that 
IX, I= [(k + 2)!21 (respectively I/y, I= i(k + 2)12j). Since k is odd, 1X,1= [(k $ 2):2 / 7 
[X21 (resp. ‘X21 = [(k + 2)/Z] = ik:2] + 2 ). By Property 1. the vertices I:~.J + 2 and i2.l 
do not belong (resp. belong) to YI U Ii,>. Thus. ,u, rl Int(C(k + 2.11 + 2))/ ~7 IX 2~ 
(resp. 1x2 11 Int(C(k + 2,12 + 2))l = [k,‘2] ). II 
We introduce the notion of a quasi-r/~nlinutin~~ srt D of C(k, 11) defined as follows: 
Every vertex in Int(C(k,n)), either belongs to D. or has a neighbor in D. 
By definition and Property 2, it is easy to see that 
(Ql ) A dominating set of C(k, n) (the subgraph induced by the interior of 
C(k i- 2,~ + 2)) is a quasi-dominating set of C(k - 2,t7 + 2). 
We claim 
(Q2) Let k.n 34. If D is a quasi-dominating set of C(k,n) then there exists a 
dominating set D’ of C(k - 2.~2 - 2) m,ith iD’1 < IDI. 
Let f7,,, : {I,.. .,m} - (2 ,..., tn ~ 1 }. m > 4, be an application defined as follows: 
n,,,(i) = 3 if i= I. 
17,,,(i) = 171 ~ 2 if i = f-71, 
If,,,(i) = i otherwise. 
Let D’ = {L://l(i).ll,,(j)!i:,., E D}. Then it is clear that D’ dominates Int(C’(k.,l)) and 
If>‘1 < !Dl. 
By ;‘(C(k, II)) we denote the cardinality of a smallest quasi-dominating set of C(k. II). 
Then by (Ql) and (Q2) we have *:(C(k,n)) =;(C(k - 2,~ ~ 2)) for all k and ~34. 
Let C( i,,l/) be a subgrid of C(k, n). and D a dominating set of C(k,n). We observe 
that the subset I/( C( p. q)) n D is a quasi-dominating set of C( p. (1). So, we obtain the 
following property: 
Property 3 (Additive property of 7). Lrt Cl,. , C, br r puirl\.isC disjoint .cuh~/ritl,s of 
C( k, t? ). The/~ 11.c IUW 
;‘(C(k.n))> c”y(c,). c 
/-I 
4.2. Knighf’s pattrrn 
Let x,, , be a vertex of C(k + 2,n + 2). The knicqht’.\ prrtterrz cmtrred ut _Y, , and 
denoted by KP(r,. ,) (see Fig. 16), is the subset of points defined as follows: 
A vertex .x/,,,, from C(k + 2, n + 2) belongs to KP(.u,. , ) if and only if there exist two 
integers a and h such that p = i + 30 -t h and 4 = j + u ~ 3.!7. 
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Fig. 16. KP(xo,o) 
We can deduce from the definition of KP(x,,/) the following property: 
Property 4 (Knight’s pattern). Let k and n be two integers greater than or equal to 
10. Let xi,j be a vertex of C(k + 2, n + 2). Then the following assertions hold: 
(i) For every p with 1 ,< p < k and every t > 1 ivith t + 9 ,< n, we have: 
IKP(x,,j)nY,n(X,U.‘.UX,+,)I=l. 
(ii) For every q with 1 <q <n and every r > 1 with Y + 9 <k, we have: 
IKP(xi.i)nx,n(Y,U...UY,+,)l=l. 
Lemma. Let xl,j be a vertex of C(k + 2, n + 2). KP(xi,j) is a quasi-dominating 
C(k + 2, n + 2). 
set oj 
Proof. Assume that KP(+) is not a quasi-dominating set of C(k+2,n+2). Then there 
exists at least one vertex in Int(C(k + 2,n + 2)) not dominated by KP(xi,j). Among 
these vertices let x,,, be one of the vertices with minimal distance from Xi,j. Thus, at 
least one of the neighbors of x,,, E Int(C(k + 2, n + 2)) is dominated (for example a 
neighbor closer to xi,j than x,,,). We can assume that ~,_r,~_r is such a vertex. Since 
~,_i,~_r is dominated, then one of the three vertices ~,_2,~--?,x,_2,~ or x,,,_z belongs 
to KP(X,.j), and by the definition of the Knight’s Pattern, one of x,+~,~-_I,x,+~,~~+I or 
~,_r,~+r which are neighbors of x,,~, belongs to KP(xi, , ) respectively, a contradiction. 
By KPMin(C(k + 2.~7 + 2)) we denote the cardinality of a smallest KP(s,,, ) of 
C(k + 2,i7 + 2) for every .x,,~. The value of KPMin(C(k + 2.n + 2)) depends only 
on the congruence of k and n modulo IO and the “kind” (open, closed or mixed) of 
C(k + 2.n + 2). In Section 4.4, we will give the value of this function. 
We reduce the determination of a knight’s pattern of cardinality KP Min(C(k 4 2. 
II t 2)) to a finite number of cases. Let k = IOq,, $ I;: and II = IOq,, + I’,, where 
()<I-A.).,, < IO. Consider the following partition of C(k + 2.~ + 2): 
5, = (A’, iJ U A’,.,, / 2 ) n ( Y, U U Y,.,, _? ). 
&=(.A;, ,;!J”.U&+?)n(Y, u “:, Y,.,_2). 
Bj = (_U, CJ ” ux,, / 2) n (Y,; +j u ” !, Yk+2). 
Observe that the subgraph induced by BI is isomorphic to C(r;: + 2. I;, + 2), that the 
subgraph induced by Bl is isomorphic to C( IOq,,, r;: +2) and that the subgraph induced 
by B3 is isomorphic to C( IOqk-,n + 2). It is easy to see by Property 4 that 
Every knight’s pattern of C(k + 2,n + 2) contains exactly q,,(rk + 2) + q/,( II + 2 ) 
vertices of & IJ 53. 
Since BI is open (resp. closed or mixed) if and only if C(k +2, n+2) is open (resp. 
closed or mixed), then to calculate KP Min( C(k + 2. II $~ 2)) it is sufficient to calculate 
the value of KP Min(C(rk + 2,r,, + 2)). 
In Section 4.4, we explain how we can obtain the value KPMin(C(rk + 2,~,, - 2)) 
for Br. i.e. we will give a vertex xi,, such that KP(.y-,, , ) = KP Min( C(r-A. + 2, f;, -t 2 ) ). 
We have implemented the algorithm of Section 3 to calculate ;J(& x % ) for 
k <33 and II <40. Using these values, we can \ erify that *y( C(k + 2. II - 2) )- 
KPMin(C(k .-t- 2.n + 2)) with k = 12 or 14<k<33, and II= 12 or 14<17<40. and 
(k.rz) $! {(15,15).(17.17),(17,19),(19, 17 )i. 
Main Theorem. 
;‘(C(k,~7)) = KPMin(C(k + 2,n + 2 
hol(l.c fb~ L/II pir..s (k. II) if 
k = 12. n>, 12, 
k 3 14. I7 3 14, 
)I 
Proof. By the previous two sections, we obtain that 
;(C(k.n))=*F(C(k+2,n+2))<KPMin(C(k+2,n+2)). 
We show how we reduce to a finite number of cases the proof of the lower bound. 
Let k = 2091, + YA and n = 2Oq,, + r,, with either 1.1, = I2 or 14 <,rk < 33, and either 
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Fig. 17. 
r, = 12 or 14 <Y, 640, and consider the following partition of C(k + 2, n + 2) (see 
Fig. 17): 
Qt,t is the subgraph of C(k+2,n+2) induced by (X1~...~X,,+2)n(~, u.. .uY,,+~), 
for s = 2,. . ,qn + 1, QI,~ is the subgraph of C(k + 2,n + 2) induced by 
(yl u ” ’ u y~k+2) n (X,.n+3+20(s-2) u . ” u&,,,,,,,-,,>, 
for h = 2,. . , qk + 1, @,,I is the subgraph of C(k + 2, n + 2) induced by 
(% U.-.UX,,+2)n(y,+3+20(,-2,u..-u Y,+2+2O(h-I)), 
for h=2,... ,qx-$1 ands=2 ,,.., qn + 1, Qh,$ is the subgraph of C(k + 2, u + 2) induced 
by (Yrk+3+20(hp2) u ‘. u Y,+2+20(hpi)) n (&,,+3+2O(s-2) u . . . uxr,+2+20(~-_1)). 
Observe that Qt,i is isomorphic to C(rk + 2,r, + 2); that for each s and each h, QI,,~ 
and Qh,i are isomorphic to C(rk + 2,20) and C(20 ,p;? + 2) respectively; and that Qh,,s 
is isomorphic to C(20,20). Moreover, observe that Qr.1 is open (resp. closed, mixed) 
if and only if C(k + 2,n + 2) is open (resp. closed, mixed). Indeed, we can obtain 
C(k + 2, IZ + 2) from C(rk + 2, r, + 2) by adding an even number (2Oqk) of consecutive 
rows and an even number (2Oq,) of consecutive columns. 
If (Y~,Y,) E {(15,15),(17,17),(17,19),(19,17)} then 
Qt.1 be the subgraph of C(k + 2,n + 2) induced by 
(Xl U”‘UX,>+2+20)n(yi U.‘.U Yr,+Z), 
and for s = 2 , . . . ,qn let QI..~ be the subgraph of C(k 
let (see Fig. 18) 
+ 2,n + 2) induced by 
( yl u . . u yri+2) n (&,+3+20+2O(s?2) u . u &+2+20+2O(s- I)). 
In this case Ql.1 is isomorphic to C(rk +2,r, +2 +20), and Q,,i is open (resp. closed, 
mixed) if and only if C(k + 2,n + 2) is open (resp. closed, mixed). 
SO, for every i,j the subgraph Qi,j is isomorphic to a C(p+2,q+2) for some integers 
p and q. Let D be a quasi-dominating set of C(k + 2,n + 2). By (Ql) and (QZ), the 
Fig. I8 
cardinality of the restriction of D on Q,., is greater than or equal to T(C( p + 2. y+ 2 ) ) = 
y(C(p,q)). So, by property 3, we can verify that ;7(C(k + 2.n + 2))3 C,,, ;:(f&, ) = 
KP Min(C(k + 2.~ + 2)). 0 
4.4. Description c!f’ the Jimction KPMirz (C( k + 2. II + 2 )) 
Let rk=kmodlO and r,=nmodn. 
Let 
Cst(k,n)=-I if (II,~,,) or (Y,,Q) t {(0,3).(0,4).(2,3).(2,6),(3,4),(3.6)}. 
Cst(k,n) = -1 if (~,r,) = (3,3) and C(k,n) open. 
Cst(k,n)= +I tf (Y~,Y,~) or (r,,,~) E ((1,1).(5,5),(7,9)} and C(k,n) open. 
Cst(k. n) = 0 otherwise. 
We prove that KPMin(C(k + 2,n + 2)) = [(k + 2)(n + 2):lOj + Cst(k,rr). 
In Section 4.2, we had shown that it is sufficient to prove that for all possible values 
of r-~ and r;,. there exists a vertex x;.~ in C(k + 2,n + 2) such that 
IWx., 1 n 4 I = 
i 
(I.k + 2)(r, + 2) 
10 1 + Cst( Q . rn ) 
Assume t-k Gv,, and (rk,v,!) $Z {(2,6),(2,5),(3,5),(5.5)}: 
If k or t7 is even, or C(k + 2, tI + 2) is open then x,,, = ~3.3 satisfy ( I”) (see 
Fig. 19). 
If C( k + 2. tl + 2) is closed then x ,,, -.x3.4 satisfy (1”) (see Fig. 20). 
If (Q,Y,) E {(2,6),(2,5)} then .x,,~ =x3.3 satisfy (I”) in the graph C(tr +2,X + 2) 
(which is isomorphic to C(k + 2,n + 2)) (see Fig. 19). 
If (t,k,r,!) t {(3.5),(5,5)} then x;., =x3,2 satisfy (I”) (see Fig. 21). 
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Fig. 19. Example with r~ = 3 and r’, = 4: IKP(q3) n B, / = 2 = I%] + Cst(3,4). 
Fig. 20. Example with rk = 3 and r,, = 3: lKP(nj.4) f’ B, 1 = 2 = Lg] + Cst(3,3) 
Fig. 21. Example with Q = 5 and T,, = 5: IKP(*j,z) n BlI = 4 = [WI + Cst(5,5) 
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open C(15, 15) open C(17, 17) 
open C(17, 19) 
Fig. ?2 
Since B, is open (resp. closed or mixed) if and only if C(k + 2, n + 2) is open (resp. 
closed or mixed), and by the definition of /.A and Y,, and by the Lemma, we have 
;;(C(k+2,n+2))~ IKP(x,.,)~=~KP(~,,,)~(~~~~~)~+~KP(.~,.,)~~~I 
=qn(Yk+2)+qk(n+2)t_ (yk+2;;+2) L 1 + Cst( r.i, . i’,, ) 
= KPMin(C(k -t 2,r7 + 2)). 
To complete the study of y(C(k, n)) ue describe minimum dominating sets of open 
C(k,n) for the “special small values” (15, lS), (17, 17) and (17, 19) of (k,~) which 
cardinality computed by our algorithm of Section 2 is equal to KP Min( C(k + 2. 
n -f 2)) - 1 (see Fig. 22). In the case where C(k,n) is closed. this algorithm shows 
that y(C(k, n)) = KP Min( C(k + 2, n + 2)) and the description is given in the beginning 
of this section. El 
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Now, we deduce the values of y(P, x Pk ) for k = 12 and for every k > 14. Let 
<(k, n) = 2 I (k + 2)(n + 2) 10 J - 2 if (~7~) or (y,,~) E {(0,3),(0,4),(2,3), 
(2,6), (3,4)> (3>6)), 
t(kn> = 2 I (k + 2)(n + 2) - 10 1 1 if (~k,r,)=(3,3), 
<(k, n) = 2 
i 
(k + 2)(n + 2) 
10 1 + 1 if or (7k,rn) (Y,,Q) E {(1,1),(5,5),(7,9)}, 
&k,n) = 2 
(k + 2)(n + 2) 
10 
otherwise. 
Then for every n 2 k, we have 
r(P, x Pk) = 56 if k = n = 15, 
y(P, x Pk) = 71 if k=n= 17, 
y(&xPk)=78 ifk=17andn=19, 
r(P, x P’) = ((k, n) otherwise. 
5. Conclusion 
The few cases where y(P, x Pk) remains unknown are when k = 10, 11, and 13. 
The technique used to prove ;J(P, x Pk) for k < 9 seems to be applicable except that 
there are too many cases to consider. Nevertheless Theorems 5 and 6 show that our 
dominating sets are very close to the lower bounds, at most five vertices for all n. 
Almost all the techniques used in our algorithm (Section 3) can be applied in the 
algorithm of the domination number for complete square grid graphs [6] and maybe 
also for other graphs with a similar structure. 
The minimum knight’s pattern applied in P, 0 pk has cardinality l(k + 2)(n +2)/51-4. 
On the other hand, the complete grid graph is similar to a C(k,n); thus it seems to be 
reasonable to propose the following conjecture: 
Conjecture: For m&iently “lurye” k and n 
y(Pfl cl&) = 
(k+2)(n+2) _4 
5 1 
holds. 
Using a computer, the first values for which this conjecture is true, are k = 16 and 
16dnd50. 
6. For Further Reading: 
The following reference is also of interest to the reader: [ 31. 
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